Abstract— Bid process translates the techno-economic expertise, which partners build in a cooperative way. It is a key business process which evaluates the results of different trade tasks; hence, it influences the company’s survival and strategic orientations. Therefore, the Information System that supports this process must be characterized by integrity, flexibility and interoperability. Nevertheless, the urbanization approach, on which we rely to implement this system, has to deal with “three fit” problems. To overcome these problems, we suggest addressing these exigencies following an operational dimension which remains responsive to other dimensions: the organizational and decision-making ones. However, the cooperative dimension covers the remaining dimensions. In fact, it ensures the consistency and the interaction between the different dimensions. We are interested in identifying the tools and applications needed to achieve a bid process. Specifically, we are focused on the characteristics of operational and organizational dimensions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The owner calls for a bid to benefit from a product or service; after some period, he receives many proposals from different participating companies which submit their responses to this call for tenders (bid process). A bid process embodies a techno-economic proposal (a technical expertise backed by a financial offer). Such a contribution translates preliminary, the recommendations proposed by each contributor, either to reconstruct the desired product, or to organize the required service. Therefore, it is an elementary study that takes place before negotiating the contract with the owner, i.e. before launching the project. The bidder (company that pilot the bid process) might appeal to some partners, especially during the construction of the technical proposal. In the meantime, we can have new calls for bid following the first one and so on. Each participant seeks to cover and meet mainly his financial benefits because it is recognized as the most powerful and incorporating dimension. It interrelates with and touches the other dimensions like the: technical, political, social, environmental, etc. In each evolutionary step of the bid process, collaborators can renounce their participation when they recognize that such a deal does not cover their objectives. Indeed, most of the participants who decide to pass their last proposal, make a thorough evaluation exercise that tests the feasibility and effectiveness of the offer, through the technical, economic, temporal, and risk indicators. Thus, the bid process is a key business process of the company insofar as it directly affects its future and locates its expertise as well as its competitiveness in relation to its competitor [1]. The owner focuses on the best offer, which meets its requirements and which covers the eminent interests. Once gained the offer, the bidder and his collaborators create the bid process team. The latter makes part of the industrial consortium which targets to realize the project in practice.

Certainly, it is the company’s agility and competence that allows acquiring the customer’s confidence and interest, and as a consequence wins the offer. It is to remember that doing business means taking risks, something that can influence the company’s growth and survival. So, the strategic management of business is a major and current concern to an innovative enterprise. The latter promotes to restructure its Information System (I.S) around its trades and business processes.

The I.S is the executing support of the processes of business. It directly influences the internal and external environmental requirements of the company. Internally, the consistency of an I.S depends utterly on its degree of integrity, flexibility and its internal interoperability. While externally, I.S agility always depends on its flexible capacities and external interoperability. Nevertheless, the reality shows agility and consistency problems on both inter as well as intra levels. We prove this premise when we apply the urbanization approach [7]. It consists of three transposition problems dubbed as “three fit”: (i) “vertical fit” (lack of integrity and lack of extensibility); (ii) “horizontal fit” (lack of flexibility and lack of internal interoperability); (iii) “transversal fit” (lack of openness and lack of external interoperability).

Our main objective is to suggest I.S which supports the bid process (B.P.I.S.). Actually, this system must be: integrated, flexible and interoperable. We treat these aspects following four dimensions: (i) the operational dimension which aim to specify the bid operation process designated for a specific project; (ii) the organizational dimension which targets to specify the set of skills and knowledge that the company had acquired due to previous bids in order to eventually reutilize this patrimony in future bid projects; (iii) the decision-making dimension whose goal is to optimize decisions on the market’s supplies; and finally, (iv) the cooperative dimension which
A. Required Characteristics of the Bid Process I.S

The I.S which supports a bid process must be:

*Integrated*: the company regularly participates in bids, during which, it reutilizes its technical skills and business, to subsequently take optimal business decisions. It is in this way that its I.S must be integrated, i.e. capable of creating a comprehensive synergy including (hardware, software, features, and users), so that they cooperate within a single homogeneous system. Integration is a way that ensures consistency and harmony on different levels:

- **Business level**: the bid is a business process focused on the operating results of the business processes. The company is not integrated at this level only if it manages to standardize processes, so as to create coherence at the level of applications which feed the appropriate functions.

- **Informational level**: I.S must structure the knowledge and skills acquired during past bid experiences. The objective is that the enterprise can exchange and share its patrimony while contributing to new offers. The company is not integrated at this level only if it manages to give a uniform image on its own capital of object that it manipulates in its functional scope and allows its reutilization from one action to another.

- **Decision-making level**: the company should regularly take strategic decisions to each evolutionary step of the bid project. Thus, its I.S must be able to optimize business decisions, while having the ability to predict the feasibility of the offer on the basis of its targeted objectives. The company is not qualified as expert at this level, only if it can decide easily on its own capital of object which it adapts from one action to another.

- **Technical level**: the applications needed to achieve a bid must cooperate appropriately in order to exchange the right information at the right time, which allows the user to take the right decision. This premise requires that the semantics undertaken by the exchanged data be interpreted in the same way by all enterprise applications.

Flexible: the company should survive in an unpredictable business environment: each bid process is realized in a specific context and consider specific solutions. That’s why, I.S needs: on the one hand, to be able to overcome the market changes, from one offer to another (adaptability, scalability and extensibility) and on the other hand, to be able to react, on the right time, with the business agility (competitiveness and responsiveness). The company is considered flexible, when it manages to operate, adapt and easily extend its resources at different levels (business, informational, decision-making and technical) to fill and quickly meet the offers’ terms during the different occasions of business that it accomplishes.

*Interoperable*: the company should not address offers and should not conduct business autonomously, and that’s why I.S must be interoperable both inside, and outside its functional scope. Obviously, the interoperability is the fact that several systems can operate together while preserving their heterogeneity and autonomy. Thus, internal interoperability is a prerequisite to build an integrated I.S. On the other hand, given the competitive environment in which the business is involved, such a system must foster intercompany cooperation on the spot and in a dynamic way, whenever it is necessary to organize a partnership relation of a bid project, especially, during the construction of the techno-economic proposal: so it requires planning the dynamic interoperability at the external level. Practically, the enterprise is interoperable, unless its I.S is integrated internally and it manages to plan, to synchronize and to exchange: its trades, its data, its resources and its processes, easily with partners from the outer world, and this should happen despite their semantic differences.

B. Implantation of the Bid Process I.S: “three fit” problems

We rely on the urbanization approach to establish an I.S dedicated to the exploitation of the bid process [7].

![Figure 1. Urban I.S reference model: problems of “three fit”][1]

This approach is described according to four levels: (i) business view (it represents the company's operations and business processes that are necessary for the bid); (ii) functional view (it represents the functions and flow information towards business processes regardless of the technologies used); (iii) application view (to conceive all of the applications used by stakeholders to support functions and
flows, and also to equip the process); and (iv) physical view (it is the infrastructure on which are implemented the application blocks to support the technical architecture). Nevertheless, this approach is facing the following problems (Fig. 1):

“Vertical fit” problem: the business and functional views describe the trades’ needs. They are abstract. But, the application and physical views represent definite implementations. It would be difficult to gather the data that allow scrutinizing the company’s operations. In fact, this results a fragmentary data in work system and reduces the efficiency of the company. These circumstances prevent from having a system which gives a complete and integrated image on company’s inner environment. Integrity, scalability, consistency and transposition are “vertical fit” issues that extends from a business infrastructure (logic) to a technical infrastructure (physical) in the company’s I.S.

“Horizontal fit” problem: the “horizontal fit” translates not only the applications’ problems of identification (induced by the “vertical fit” problems) that cover the entire infrastructure of the company’s business, but the intra-applicative communication problems (internal interoperability) to ensure the interactions between applications of the same technical infrastructure in the company (the same homogeneous system). Such failures make the global system disintegrated and little evolutionary.

“Transversal fit” problem: the “transversal fit” translates the problems of inter-applicative communications (external interoperability carried out dynamically).

To conclude, the “three fit” problems prevent the transversal exploitation of bid process, and as a consequence, it is difficult to have a unified bid vision. Solving such problems needs to meet the requirements associated with integrity, flexibility and interoperability on internal as well as external of I.S. The internal interoperability concerns the applications within the same enterprise. But, the external must be dynamic, on demand, in order to realize a common goal within a virtual company. It should be noted that an I.S is flexible if it is: (i) extendable (relies on a technical architecture that promotes its branching); (ii) evolving (able to withstand a large amount of treatment without affecting its architecture); and (iii) adaptable (promotes reutilization which is based on the specification of I.S invariants). Thus, the flexibility qualification is easier to set up and realize if the I.S is integrated. However, an I.S is considered integrated only if: on the one hand, the coherence between all the applications is ensured (business and technical levels), and on the other hand, the uniqueness, relevance and reliability of information that feeds these applications is guaranteed (informational and decision-making levels). Still, this integrity assumption is valid only if intra-applicative communications are carried out without ambiguity. Henceforth, interoperability is a necessary condition for I.S to describe it as integrated. Finally, to get a flexible I.S, it must be integrated. However, this last feature is ensured if we solve the interoperability requirements. Indeed, this problem arises when I.S integration of the company (internal interoperability) is concerned as well as when a virtual company is organized (external or dynamic interoperability). However, the non-satisfaction of the interoperability requirement incurs significant costs associated primarily to time and resources which are presented to develop exchange information interfaces and knowledge sharing (technical interoperability), following a common semantics (semantic interoperability) and which are supposed to train actors and adapt organizational procedures (organizational interoperability). Such assumptions influence negatively the overall performance of enterprises and more precisely the costs as well as the deadlines of getting the services expected while realizing a bid process.

III. OUR PROPOSITION: THE URBANIZED B.P.I.S

Our objective is to set up B.P.I.S which is integrated, flexible and interoperable. We are interested, not only in implementing the right tools to achieve bid in one homogeneous system (integrated), but also, in solving the problems related to interactions intra, and even inter-applicative (interoperability). Our aim is to be able to exploit this system in different bids (flexibility). So far, we dealt with “three fit” problems.

In this context, we suggest to meet these requirements by relying on four essential dimensions. They are: (i) the operational dimension that serves to specify the bid exploitation process by undertaking a specific project; (ii) the organizational dimension which allow to organize the set of skills and knowledge, that the company acquired during the previous bid in which it participated: the objective is a possible reutilization of this patrimony in future bid projects; (iii) the decision-making dimension which aims at optimizing and making the right decisions that concerns the market offers and that takes place during the company’s eventual participation in bid processes; and (iv) the cooperative dimension which aims at ensuring communication intra-enterprise (internal interoperability) and at planning the inter-enterprise communication on demand, in order to realize a common goal (dynamic interoperability). For example, while creating the offer’s technical proposal, one needs to organize inter-enterprise collaborations.

Afterwards, we treat respectively: flexibility through the operational dimension, integrity through the organizational as well as decision-making dimensions; and interoperability through the cooperative dimension. In fact, as far as the company is concerned, a flexible bid exploitation (operational dimension) requires an eventual integration at the level of I.S.; this fact targets reuse the best skills (organizational dimension) and adapt the best decisions (decision-making dimension), and learn from past bid experiences. All of this requires an internal interoperability within the participating company in the bid process to seek a homogeneous and coherent form of its I.S (internal cooperative dimension); and dynamic interoperability, at the level of a virtual company, built to realize in common a bid project, the fact that allows a
better coordination and collaboration between various involved stakeholders (dynamic collaborative dimension). However, it is the operational dimension, which is deemed to be the main focus of our system, which acts and remains sensitive to variations in all other dimensions: the organizational and decision-making ones. These various dimensions are covered by the cooperative dimension itself (Fig. 2). Indeed, the operational dimension takes the organizational dimension as a basis in a specific bid. This premise is justified by the fact that the company reuses its own capital of objects for different actions, depending on its needs. This pushes the company to create more and more products whose life cycle is shorter than those made in the past. This hypothesis is based on the re-design of existing products or creating similar design products, rather than, on producing new ones. In another way, the organizational dimension is based on the operational one, both while constructing a bid proposal, or after finishing it. In fact, the former (bid proposal in progress) comes to readjust the proposal, while the latter (bid proposal is finished), comes to update the company's capital through integrating the set of knowledge and skills built during this project. It is worthy to note that this assumption is beneficial for the company’s maturity, even when the company abandons its participation in the offer (the company loses its participation before the completion of the bid). In all cases, even if the owner chooses the proposals of other companies (the bid proposal is unsuccessful), a possible updating can take place and influence positively and beneficially, at least for future bids. If we follow the same logic, the decision-making dimension relies on the operational dimension and vice versa, which may or may not consolidate the company’s participation in the bid. It becomes evident that the decision-making dimension is inexorably related to the organizational dimension. All these dimensions are based on the cooperative dimension: on the one hand, the realization of the bid can be cooperative (operational dimension relies on the cooperative dimension for collaborative planning and for the creation of a product); and on the other hand, decisions can be cooperative (the decision-making dimension relies on the cooperative dimension for a collaborative decision during a definite bid).

We suggest exploiting these different dimensions, while relying on six main approaches, and by describing our urbanization approach of the I.S. Indeed:

The implementation of the Lean Manufacturing [15] approach allows designing a product perfectly adapted to the needs of its client and this product can be cheaper in costs but not less efficient than its expected services. This approach integration adds value to the technical proposal construction which materializes a bid (Lean Manufacturing participates in solving the problem of “vertical fit”). The BPM (Business Process Management) incorporates [16] allows to model business and skill processes, particularly, the bid process. This approach facilitates the alignment of an integrated I.S with strategic directions, regardless technological constraints (BPM participates in the resolution of the problem of “vertical fit”).

The KM (Knowledge Management) involvement [6] allows formalizing and modeling bid knowledge, whether explicit or implicit, in order to make them operational by the company during different bid projects that it realizes. This approach facilitates establishing a language and covers implementing the organizational dimension within the company (KM participates in solving the problem of “horizontal fit”). Furthermore, KM permits improving and responding to individual, collective and organizational learning acquired during a bid process. This hypothesis suits perfectly a bid context (KM takes part also in resolving the problem of “transversal fit”).

The BI (Business Intelligence) integration [17] allows relying on methods, in order to provide decision-making assistance to those involved in a bid process. Therefore, this approach facilitates implementing explicitly the decision-making dimension within the company (BI participates in the problem resolution of “horizontal fit”).

The SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture) [2] helps developing an easily flexible, extensible and adaptable I.S which can be materialized by a set of reusable application components. These application blocks communicate the practical implementation of “services” (clearly defined function in a way that makes it independent of the technical platform). The SOA facilitates the communications’ standardization, intra-applicative (SOA participates in the resolution of the problem of “horizontal fit”), as well as inter-applicative (SOA participates in solving the problem of “transversal fit”). SOA offers an innovative solution to manage the interface between the business needs and its technical implementation (SOA participates in the resolution of “vertical fit” problem).

However, the company that takes part in a bid process needs to exploit its “services” at a distance, to promote collaborative work with its partners, such as the work constructed during the technical solution. The integration of Cloud Computing [9], allows the enterprise data and applications to be accessible and usable via the internet (Cloud Computing participates in the resolution of “transversal fit” problem).

We can deduce that (Table 1): Lean Manufacturing, BPM and SOA allow us to overcome “vertical fit” problems and thus cover all the dimensions defined previously. KM, BI and SOA allow us to overcome “horizontal fit” problems as follows: KM permit to cover the organizational dimension, BI can cover the decision-making dimension, and SOA enable to cover the cooperative dimension at the level of the enterprise. In addition, SOA and Cloud Computing permit to overcome
“transversal fit” problems and hence cover the cooperative dimension to the level of a virtual company. Also, KM participates in solving the “transversal fit” problems and consequently cover the organizational and decision-making dimensions. To this end, it is the operational dimension which can be supported by these six approaches. In other words, the satisfaction of this assumption enables us to have a flexible, integrated, and interoperable I.S something that assures us a better exploitation of the bid process.

TABLE I. BID PROCESS I.S IN THE CORE OF THE COUPLING CAPACITY OF THE SIX APPROACHES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
<th>Dynamic Interoperability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Fit</td>
<td>Internal Interoperability</td>
<td>Horizontal Fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM</td>
<td>SOA</td>
<td>KM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.S</td>
<td>SOA/Cloud Computing</td>
<td>BI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We suggest filling these dimensions while relying on the following hypothesis (Fig. 3): “ERP (Enterprise Resources Planning) [10] allows us to build the techno-economic proposal of an offer (cover the operational dimension), as we rely on the organizational memory (to cover the organizational dimension). The set of solutions that make this proposal realistic, are going to be evaluated by a Data Warehouse (to cover the decision-making dimension).”

IV. OPERATIONAL DIMENSION OF THE URBANIZED BID PROCESS INFORMATION SYSTEM

The ERP [10] aims to pilot the enterprise processes. In this framework, ERP producers suggest integrated packages based on the common skills between enterprises such as: financial, purchase and sales management, production management, technical data management (items, nomenclature, resources, manufacturing process), logistics management, etc. More precisely, these software producers build integrated application modules implementing the market’s best practices for each function. Thus, the ERP is the most suitable for the complex processes exploitation within the enterprise, particularly; it helps to exploit the bid process. In fact, the bid process relies on the previously enumerated functions for its exploitation, notably; within the context of making the bid’s techno-economic proposal (the ERP covers the bid’s operational dimension). Nevertheless, there are primordial functions for the bid process evolution, but these functions are not treated by the ERP such as: expertise management (the ERP does not cover the organizational dimension), risk management and decision-making management (the ERP does not cover the decision-making dimension). This justifies our choice, in the previous paragraph which states to support the ERP by other tools in a way that enables treating a bid process. In fact, the ERP targets to meet the bid process operational dimension.

The success of implementing an ERP project dedicated to a particular enterprise must pass by design and platform coupling of reengineering and integration, internal versus external, trades and business processes. We are facing an exigency related to a specific governing strategy of each enterprise on each trade. This strategy intends to establish a simultaneous correspondence and alignment between two distinct objectives: the first refers to the ERP agility (the ability to adapt to different management modes and to harmonize its exchanges with the appropriate partners). However, the second objective is linked to management processes, particularly, those exploited by a bid process (the enterprise’s ability to innovate in an incremental and dynamic way opens the ground for a better management of costs, deadlines, risks, etc.).

Our goal is to set up an ERP ad-hoc and its strategy as a solution. Therefore, the technical capacities and management coupling impose themselves. However, adaptability to the context or “conduit change” is a major factor of success for an ERP project throughout a functional integration. It is, on the one hand, a “governing affair” conduit which assures innovation in the management of business and trade processes. On the other hand, it is a “governing technology” conduit which ensures the dynamics of these processes. Besides, studies formalizing the combination between the two previously mentioned objectives are rare or non-existent. Indeed, it is not easy to deploy a solution that aims to respond to such governance, combining an evolutionary and incremental approach to implement a technology that seeks the company’s I.S. agility while allowing a better management of its business and trade processes. As a result, we rely on the NICT (new Information and Communication Technologies) to answer this problematic. In fact, ERP has some limitations on management and technical levels. As a consequence, since the ERP relies on NICT, we are able to meet the limits detected on those two levels. Certainly, this solution enables us a better management of the bid process.

It is true that the ERP aims to manage the bid process and its information flow. However, the fact that the ERP relies on a BPM approach, this allows to model the bid process and to subsequently align the ERP on strategic directions, without undergoing many technological constraints. Such a strategy helps the bid process standardization (this allows to have different ERP(s) with different layers of trade standards while realizing a bid process). Hence, the cooperation between enterprises and more accurately between ERP(s) (let us remember that an ERP covers a bid process operational
dimension) is easier to realize, and in this way we get the impression that we are working on the same ERP (this solution is highly recommended during the collaborative construction of the offer’s technical solution). Consequently, the BPM will help us to construct an ERP in a modular way by assembling trade components weakly coupled. It remains only to solve the communication between different technical infrastructures which materialize the different ERP(s). We previously showed that the SOA allows solving such problems.

The ERP enables to align processes best practices. However, it is unable to follow these good practices. Thus, the ERP does not adapt with the continuous improvement of the enterprise in its affairs. The fact that the ERP relies on Lean Manufacturing strategy enables to overcome this limitation and helps the enterprise to establish a culture and a permanent maturity that revolves around good practices during the different contributions in different bid processes.

The ERP does not permit reusing the enterprise’s expertise acquired due to previous bid processes. As a result, the ERP must rely on an external system that enables to collect, formalize, restitute the data and skills, in order to make them available, operational, and exploitable by an ERP during a specific bid process, in real-time. Therefore, the fact that the company relies on a KM approach and more accurately on an OM this enables the ERP to effectively exploit the enterprise’s internal language in different bid processes.

The ERP is designed to collect the event traces, but it is not created to help the decision-making process. Consequently, the ERP inability to treat uncertainties and unexpected events limit its use to support the decision-making process in an environment of dynamic production. Therefore, the fact that the ERP is based on BI approach, and more precisely on a DW, enables the enterprise’s employees to get a rapid and synthetic access to strategic information. Furthermore, these employees can easily adapt their decisions taken in a past project to a specific bid process project.

We can deduce that a coupling between an ERP and management capacities (BPM, Lean Manufacturing, KM et BI) are highly recommended to meet the “governing affairs” level of an enterprise in a bid process project. Following the same logic, we demonstrate in what follows that a coupling between ERP architecture and technological capacities (SOA and Cloud Computing) is absolutely necessary to meet the “technological governing” level of the company in a bid process project. The structures provided by an SOA allow implementing ERP ad-hoc architecture in the enterprise hence helping it to surmount environmental turbulences, to respond to agility affairs quickly, and to improve the management of its markets and its bid processes. Moreover, ERP solution based on SOA architecture helps to develop, at the very heart of the enterprise, new skills thanks to reutilization. This strategy enables to enhance the company’s expertise and to establish, as a consequence, a permanent culture of change. This is revealed to be necessary for the company’s eventual adjustment in different contexts. These characteristics strongly favor the management by processes (this is strongly recommended to be able to manage and exploit the bid process). In fact, the architectures suggested by SOA are flexible, adaptable reusable and extensible to a great extent. These architectures enable to easily integrate the new affairs costs realized by the enterprise in a specific bid process and to constantly develop trade and business processes modeling. Furthermore, the ERP deployed with SOA architecture ensures a low intra-applicative coupling (low coupling between ERP and the other applications used in the enterprise) as well as a low inter-applicative (low coupling between different ERP of different enterprises to realize a bid process).

In certain cases, the ERP needs to exploit distant functions which are hosted externally. This requirement is realized if the enterprise includes Cloud Computing approach during the implementation of its applications. Thus, the ERP must interact with applications of SaaS (Software as a Service) [3] mode each time it needs to exploit new functions which it does not cover. It is noteworthy that this solution is strongly recommended during the collaborative construction of a bid process proposal.

Finally, we validate the hypothesis that we departed from: “the fact that the operational dimension ERP is based on six approaches (BPM, Lean Manufacturing, OM, BI, SOA and Cloud Computing), this helps us to meet other dimensions (organizational, decision-making and cooperative). Such solution allows us to have a flexible, integrated, and interoperable I.S., which helps us to ensure a better exploitation of the bid process.”

V. ORGANIZATIONAL DIMENSION OF THE URBANIZED BID PROCESS INFORMATION SYSTEM

To work on a specific bid implies the intervention of several collaborators. Certainly, these contributors exchange knowledge and information flows. However, its environmental differences lead to various representations and interpretations of knowledge, and therefore, on the same corpus, different skills and semantics overlap (interoperability problems). Some occurring failures are described in terms of a set of five conflicts [13]. Practically, the syntactic conflicts are the results of different terminologies used by stakeholders on a same application domain. Structural conflicts are related to different levels of abstraction which aim at classifying knowledge within a virtual company (bid team). Semantic conflicts concern the ambiguity that emerges due to the stakeholders’ reasoning in the development of the technical and economic proposal. Heterogeneties conflicts are due to the diverse data sources (specifications, owner, experts, collaborators, etc.). Finally, contextual conflicts, come mainly from environmental scalability problems, and in fact stakeholders can evolve in different environments.

In order to answer to these various conflicts, we suggested in [18] an OM sustained by an ontological framework in order to operate on certain business processes, we can accommodate this to realize a context for a bid process. However, this memory needs to be empowered by a knowledge-based system, to operate, share and automatically reason on business knowledge between different stakeholders. This system allows
overcoming the structural and syntactic conflicts, and as a result it solves the problem related to knowledge acquisition.

In return, it does not solve the ambiguities related to knowledge representation (semantic and contextual conflicts). In the perspectives to answer the requirements related to solving the semantic and contextual conflicts, we suggest an ontological modelling framework of business knowledge.

Our approach which seeks to construct an ontological framework for the business operation process is jointly supported, on the one hand, on the specialization of the founding ontology DOLCE [12] which apply the method OntoSpec [11], and on the other hand, on the Ontology Design Patterns (ODP) [8] relating to kernel ontologies:

- A specialized founding ontology DOLCE allowed us to master the complexity of conceptual modelling. Hence, it solves problems related to semantic conflicts. Accordingly, we reutilized concepts from DOLCE to specify generic concepts related to business processes (DOLCE is the backbone of the OntoSpec method). Also, this work allowed us to achieve a modelling of different levels of abstraction.

- Ontology Design Pattern (ODP), allowed us to master the complexity of consensual modelling at the generic level, this solution solves problems related to contextual conflicts. Indeed, the use of these ODP is based on the reutilization of the ontological modules already designed and evaluated in other areas [8]. It is worthy to note that the concepts used in ODP are defined according to concepts and relations issued by the specialized ontology DOLCE. Practically, we defined the ODP relating to a business process treatment, ODP resources, ODP risks, contextual ODP, and ODP construction products [18].

The application of our proposal, framed in a context of identification of bid knowledge on a specific project, aims to define four types of ontologies: (i) foundational ontology (specialized DOLCE which defines the invariant concepts of business process); (ii) kernel ontology (ODP for the reutilization of the invariant concepts of business processes); (iii) domain ontology (specialized in concepts relating to the kernel ontology in the bid domain); and (iv) application ontology (specialized in concepts of the bid ontology domain in a particular application: bid in a specific project).

The produced business skills must be stored for possible future use. For this reason, we suggested an OM for the management of business processes (Fig. 4). We use this memory to exploit the bid process in the context of a particular application. In fact, this OM can deal with the problem related to the capitalization and the restitution of knowledge, and therefore, it resolves conflicts of heterogeneity. We organized our OM with a set of five sub-Memories: a reusable resources memory, a context memory, a roles memory, an action memory, and uses cases memory [18]. These memories are supported by different ODPs enumerated above, and by the different models of CommonKADS [14].

In a specific bid project, our starting point is the tender issued by the owner (a tender is a set of specifications). Concretely, a tender defines and details the set of elements to take in order to execute and manage the project. Its objective is to describe explicitly the desired functionality for future product: owner vision. The analysis of specifications allows alimenting context memory (organization model, agent model, and ODP contextual) and also action memory (task model and application model realized in the form of application ontology). A well explicit context frames the implementation environment of different uses of reusable resources. Henceforth, the memory of reusable resources stores the knowledge generated by the set of objects and reusable concepts that the company manipulates and controls in its routine activities (ODP treatment process, ODP resources, ODP construction product and ODP risk). Thus, reusable resources participate in construct the techno-economic proposal of the offer while being based on roles memory, the latter stores the knowledge generated to describe the use of a reusable resource within a given context. Cases uses memory describes knowledge built for each bid proposal departing from the content of other sub-memories. Each bid proposal will be subsequently evaluated by indicators (technical, business, temporal, risks, etc.). Thus, for a particular solution we suggest to construct a Bid Memory which can be constituted by: a technical referential for product design, cost referential and price one to evaluate the case, and a risk referential to specify the possible risks associated with its design. Bid Memory (Fig. 4) will therefore be the dynamo for the bid exploitation, notably to prepare the proposal (OM stimulates the bid memory, which enables to cover the organizational dimension).

Henceforth, the ERP will empower these different referential during the construction of the techno-economic proposal of the offer while being based on roles memory, the latter stores the knowledge generated to describe the use of a reusable resource within a given context. Cases uses memory describes knowledge built for each bid proposal departing from the content of other sub-memories. Each bid proposal will be subsequently evaluated by indicators (technical, business, temporal, risks, etc.). Thus, for a particular solution we suggest to construct a Bid Memory which can be constituted by: a technical referential for product design, cost referential and price one to evaluate the case, and a risk referential to specify the possible risks associated with its design. Bid Memory (Fig. 4) will therefore be the dynamo for the bid exploitation, notably to prepare the proposal (OM stimulates the bid memory, which enables to cover the organizational dimension).

Figure 4. Our B.P.I.S.: Characteristics of the Organizational Dimension.
solution of the offer (the ERP permits to cover the operational dimension). The set of solutions included in this proposal will be subsequently evaluated by the DW (DW can cover the decision-making dimension).

VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this article, we presented our methodology of implementing a system of management for the exploitation of the bid process. Initially, we showed that such a system must be integrated, flexible and interoperable. However, during the implementation of this system, “three fit” problems (vertical, horizontal and transversal fits) fail the inclusion of such requirements. To overcome these deficiencies, we proposed to address the IS design following four dimensions: the operational dimension (tackles flexibility), the organizational and decision-making dimension (tackles integrity) and the cooperative dimension (tackles interoperability). We are not only interested in implementing the right tools to achieve a bid process in one homogeneous system (integrated), but also, in solving problems related to interactions intra, or even inter-applicative (interoperability), which enable exploiting this system in different bids (flexibility). We have proposed to define bid memory for each project. Such a memory is composed of: a referential of products design, a cost and price referential to evaluate the case and a risk referential to estimate the risks related to its contribution. However, a bid memory can be alimented by an OM supported by an ontological framework for the exploitation of business processes (these two memories target the organizational dimension). Moreover, we showed that the ERP is the most suitable tool for the exploitation of a bid process, thus, it is a constructing support techno-economic solution of the offer (the ERP targets operational dimension of a bid). The set of solutions realizing this proposal will be subsequently evaluated by the DW (DW targets decision-making dimension). In order to assure reliable interactions, at both the internal and external levels of the company, we opted to deploy applications defined by our system which is of reusable architecture (SOA and Cloud Computing target the cooperative dimension at the level of a virtual company). Our work opens the horizon to exploit this suggestion within a concrete bid project.
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